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The role of the open approach in rhinoplasty is to allow perfect anatomic exposure to both the nasal tip and dorsum. It also provides the rhinoplasty surgeon with so many excellent options to reshape, to reconstruct, and to restore the nose in a natural manner without the use of palpable or visible tip or dorsal grafts. These suture techniques or invisible grafts allow for improved and more natural long-term results in modern primary rhinoplasty.

This lecture delineates the rationale, the approach, and the finesse in how to do a graduated approach to nasal tip reshaping using sutures, and when alar contour grafts are needed to restore the nasal tip and alar rims in a natural manner. The goal is to use the native lower lateral cartilages and reshape them using a variety of suture techniques based on a concise preoperative nasal analysis.

To watch the surgery and lecture videos, go to www.PRSJournal.com.
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